
Parts of a Computer



What is a Computer

It is a group of electronic parts called Hard Ware controlled by group of instructions called
Software.

HARD WARE

The Mouse

There are 4 parts to the mouse 2 buttons, one Wheel and the cord that attaches it to the
computer. Many new computers have wireless mice witch removes the cord that attaches it
to the computer.

There are 3 parts you need to know about the mouse. Because some people use the mouse
on left side of the computer it changes the order of the buttons. This explanation does not
matter if you are right handed or left handed.. Most people use the mouse on the right side
of the keyboard The picture shows the button names for a mouse on the right side of the
computer.

1. Right Click also named Primary Click

2. Left Click also named Secondary Click

3. Mouse Wheel

TYPES OF CLICKS

1. Single Right Click (Primary Click) Used for selecting and item.
2. Double Right Click (Primary Right Click).
Used for starting a program when clicking on an icon.
3. Click and Hold (Hold Down the mouse button) This is used for click and drag.
4. Left Single Click (Secondary Single Click ).

The Mouse Wheel Use to move fast up and down a page



The Keyboard

The KEYS are the answer



The Keyboard is one way to use the computer like the mouse.

If you have had any typing experience, then parts of the keyboard will look the same
The Standard keyboard is called QWERTY keyboard. Named because of the top row of
letters. 

It looks just the same except for  

The Control Key
The Alternate Key
The Windows Flying Logo Key
The Application Key
These Keys will be explained later

The Function Keys F-1 through F-12
These Keys are used most of the time in Programs, but there are 2 that can be used in
Windows They are Esc. (Escape) and the F-1 key.
A key on a computer keyboard that activates a function within a given application when
pressed, either alone or in various combinations with the alt key, the shift key, and the
control key.

Escape Key Used as a Cancel key. 

F-1 Key The Help Menu 

F-2 Through F-12 These Keys are used in Programs and have many different
uses.



Control Key
(Ctrl)

A key on a computer keyboard that is pressed in combination
with another key to activate a command.

Alternate Key
(Alt)

A key on a computer keyboard that is pressed in combination
with another key to execute an alternate operation.

Windows
Flying Logo
Key

A special key that does actions explained below.

Application
Key

Another special key explained below.

Natural Keyboard shortcuts
You can use the following keyboard shortcuts with a Microsoft Natural Keyboard or any other
compatible keyboard that includes the 

Windows logo key (  ) and the Application key ( ).

Notes
l Some keyboard shortcuts may not work if StickyKeys is turned on in Accessibility Options.
l If you are connected to Windows 2000 through Microsoft Terminal Services Client, some
shortcuts have changed. For more information, see the online documentation for Terminal
Services Client.

Press To

Display or hide the Start menu.

+ Break Display the System Properties dialog box.

+M Minimize or restore all windows.

+E Open My Computer.

+F Search for a file or folder.

Ctrl+ +F F Search for computers.

+F-1 Display Windows 2000 Help.

+R Open the Run dialog box.

+Tab Switch between open items.

Display the shortcut menu for the selected item.

+U Open Utility Manager.



The Number pad is a group of keys that work together for quick
number entry when doing things like math.
It works in two ways. 
When the light is on next to Num Lock this means that it is in the
number pad control the keys will work like a number pad the
same as a calculator.
When the light is off the other lable on the keys is working.. Like
ARROW UP, ARROW DOWN, HOME, END, along with the rest
INS means insert Del means delete The same information is
below.

This group of keys was made for easy movement when in a
program.
INSERT 
DELETE
HOME has to jobs the cursor to the begining of a line or used
with the control key (Ctrl+Home) moves cursor to beginning of
document.
END moves cursor to the end of line or when used with
Ctrl+END goes to the end of the Document
PAGE UP moves one 
PAGE DOWN

ARROW UP moves cursor up one line.
ARROW DOWN moves cursor down one line.
ARROW LEFT moves cursor to the left one letter.
ARROW RIGHT moves the cursor to the right one letter.

The Monitor There are 2 kind of monitors CRT ( Cathode ray tube
)and LCD (liquid Crystal Display). The CRT is like the
old TV’s and the LCD are the Flat cool looking
monitors. 
Note: The CRT are made of Glass and can be touched
the LCD’s don’t like it.. So be careful 
Also there are controls on the monitor like Brightness,
Contrast, Horizontal and Vertical position of picture
screen.

On - Off Switch Turns the power on and off of the monitor.



The Power
Strip or
UPS(uninte
rrupted
Power
supply)

This is an important part of the computer because it
protects it from bad electricity in stopping power surges
which can destroy a computer The computer may not
have one. There are many different kinds from very
simple plugs with on off switch to the UPS which has a
battery in side. So when the electricity goes off the
computer can still run for a short time.

The Base Unit Sometimes called the CPU

The Power Switch This can be many places the front, the back, the side
It turns the power off on the base unit.. But not to the
monitor.
Some machines have a reset switch this is a button that can
be pushed to restart the machine with out turning the power
off.

Floppy Disks These things hold small amount of data. The maximun
amount of data that can be stored is 1.4 Kilobytes of
information. Easy to move and store. The problem here on
the island is that they ruined by mold growth.

Do not expose to heat or magnets this will ruin data.

CD-Disks These hold large amounts of data. Some from 650
megabytes to 800 megabytes. 

There are different kinds of CD Disks 

CD-ROM - This has data already on it and can not be
changed
CD-R - This can move data to it only one time after that can
not be changed
CD-RW - This can move data on and off many times.
CD-DVD - this is for making DVD’s to play in a DVD machine



Inside The Base Unit

The Motherboard

The names above are where the Devices(parts) plug in

Central Processing Unit  
( CPU )

The Central Process Unit is the heart of the computer it is
where all the things are done. It controls what happens and
where it goes.



Memory Chip The Memory Chip is the brains of the computer it stores and
moves programs though it. The more memory the computer
has the faster it can do things.
There are two kinds of memory
ROM and RAM
ROM Memory
READ ONLY MEMORY is very simple memory it is what tells
the computer how to be setup when starting this can not be
changed.
RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY this is where things are stored
when the computer is running. It is temporary and can change
as the computer is used.

Hard Drive The Hard Drive is where everything is stored.
It is a very small file cabinet. That can store LOTS of
information.
Programs are stored here along with all the data
Older hard drives had size limits of 10 or 20 megabytes today
the size of a hard drive is well over 200 gigabytes or 2000
times bigger.

Expansion Card Expansion cards makes it possible to attach things, like
connecting the Monitor to the computer,  add a phone line to
the computer called a Modem along with other special things.

Floppy Drive this allows you to move data on or off of the computer by using
floppy disks Limited amount of data can be stored and moved.

CD-Drive This drive is another way of moving data on and off of the
computer.
Can store large amount of data.

There are many different types of CD-Drives.
CD-ROM will only read CD-Disks.
CD-R will write data to new CD-disks only once and read CD-
disks.
CD-RW will write to new CD-disks many times and read all CD-
disks.
CD-DVD this play video CD-disks. New ones will make DVD.


